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We're here because you're here.
Providing quality healthcare services to those in & beyond Bosque County.
Schedule an AppointmentVisit our Clinic




Quality healthcare in Bosque County
Establish your primary care at Goodall-Witcher and stay close to your community.




Local professionals invested in you
Establish your primary care at Goodall-Witcher and stay close to your community.




Industry-standard equipment
Establish your primary care at Goodall-Witcher and stay close to your community.
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Quality healthcare shouldn't be waiting rooms or long commutes.
Goodall-Witcher's mission is to provide the residents in and beyond our community with quality healthcare from our trained professionals. Located in the heart of Bosque County, we're committed to our community and invested in the health of our neighbors.
Schedule an Appointment


[image: ]Access your care records with the MyHealth portal
Our dedication to the Clifton community drives us to provide you with exceptional healthcare, tailored to your needs. That's why we're proud to offer you MyHealth, our cutting-edge online platform that empowers you to take control of your healthcare journey right from the heart of Clifton, Texas.
Patient Portal


Services for Everyone
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View All
Caring for Bosque County since 1930
The heart of Goodall-Witcher dates all the way back to the late 1930s, when two doctors dreamed of providing modern healthcare to residents of Bosque County. Since then, quite a bit has changed. Today we provide numerous healthcare services to residents in and beyond our home county.
Learn More
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Patient Testimonials
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I knew that I was in good hands. It was comfortable. But the biggest thing for me was that I felt safe.
- Shelbi D.
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Dr. Squyres is my favorite primary care doctor that I've had. He listens. He takes me seriously when I say something.
- Christina G.












Mental Health Moments Blog
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See all blogs →


View and download our prices
Learn More
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General Inquiries
(254) 675-8322
Whitney
(254) 694-2221
Locations
	Clifton
101 Posey Avenue
Clifton, TX 76634
Whitney
202 E. Jefferson
Whitney, TX 76692
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